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Natural Hazards and Tourism: New Findings on the European Alps

The tourist industry in the European Alps has always been greatly threatened by natural disasters. As far as tourism is concerned, the so-called “indirect” effects of these disasters have proven to be more important than the direct damages. The former consist mainly of loss of earnings, which can result for example from the closure of access roads or the decommissioning of cable cars and ski lifts. In fact, it is the combination of a drop in the number of overnight stays with the absence of day trippers over several days which makes the outcome of a natural disaster an extraordinary event for the tourist industry. As long as natural disasters remain relatively rare occurrences, tourist resorts in the Alps can generally cope with them. Should the frequency of these events increase substantially as a result of global warming, however, tourism and the entire Alpine economy could face serious problems in the future.

Introduction

The European Alps are affected by natural disasters (avalanches, landslides, mud flows, floods, forest fires) to an exceptional degree. At the same time, these mountains are particularly attractive for tourists. It is assumed that climate change and global warming could cause an increase in the number of natural disasters in the future, resulting in a growing threat to Alpine tourism. Considering this, it is surprising how little systematic research has been carried out on the effects of natural hazards on Alpine tourism.

In the case of Switzerland, nothing at all was published on these subjects prior to 1999. Subsequently, triggered by the “avalanche winter of 1999,” a comprehensive survey on the effects of natural hazards on tourism in the Alps was carried out by Nöthiger (2003) at the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research (SLF) in Davos. Some of the results of this survey are presented here.

The avalanche winter of 1999

The “avalanche winter of 1999” refers to the month between 27 January and 25 February 1999. Three precipitation periods accompanied by stormy northwesterly winds occurred in this period (Figure 1). Within 30 days, 5 m of new snow accumulated on the northern flank of the Alps, i.e., more than the usual amount for the whole winter. Approximately 1000 destructive avalanches occurred in Switzerland alone. Throughout the Alps, 71 people were killed by avalanches in inhabited areas or on roads: 12 in France, 17 in Switzerland and 41 in Austria (Figure 2). In addition, another 74 winter sport tourists were killed by avalanches during the winter of 1998–1999 in the Alps.

Direct and indirect effects

The negative effects of natural disasters can be divided into direct and indirect damage. Direct damage refers to the costs generated by the direct impact of the event on buildings, infrastructure, forests and farmland. Indirect effects result from changed conditions brought about by a natural disaster. They may consist of loss of earnings due to direct damage, evacuations, or the closure of access roads. The costs of direct damage correlate to a great degree with the costs of reconstruction work. Hence businesses entrusted with the job of reconstruction, such as the building trade, can eventually profit from these costs. Along with this “direct benefit,” natural disasters can also have “indirect bene-

FIGURE 1 Three periods of stormy northwesterly winds caused the avalanche winter of 1999. (Source: SMA MeteoSchweiz)
fits,” such as “sensationalist tourism” or the transfer of tourists to areas not affected by disaster. However, it is highly unlikely that these benefits can even come close to compensating for the indirect costs. Aside from their financial effects, natural disasters also have other effects that are beyond the scope of this article. The following explanations focus on the direct and indirect costs of the avalanche winter of 1999 for Swiss tourism.

In Switzerland, the direct costs of the avalanche winter totaled US$ 313 million (Table 1). Approximately US$ 21 million, or 7% of this total, are related to damage to tourist infrastructure, with cable cars and ski lifts being the most affected (Figure 3). Considering the great importance of the tourist industry to the alpine economy, these costs must be characterized as minor. Agriculture, for example, was affected by direct costs to a far greater extent in comparison.

Indirect costs present an entirely different situation. Tourism was clearly the most affected branch in terms of indirect costs. Indirect costs to tourism can have several causes: their occurrence is probably most obvious if a building has been damaged to such an extent that working inside it is no longer possible. In this case, indirect costs would be equivalent to the earnings that cannot be realized during reinstatement. However, it is assumed that the closure of access roads in conjunction with a natural disaster has a greater economic impact. For example, in February 1999 more than 40 tourist resorts in Switzerland were cut off from the outside world for up to 14 consecutive days, resulting in indirect costs due to the complete absence of day trippers. Where roads remained closed for a particularly long time, overnight guests had to be air-lifted (Figure 4), leading to even greater losses.

The decommissioning of cable cars and ski lifts represents another potential

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damage category</th>
<th>Costs (in million US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buildings</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal property</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streets</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railway lines</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable cars / ski lifts</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protective structures</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply system</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmland</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>313</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 2 Evolene (Canton of Valais, Switzerland): the runout zones of the massive avalanche of 21 February 1999, which killed 12 people. (Photo courtesy of SLF)

TABLE 1 Direct costs of the avalanche winter of 1999 in Switzerland. (Source: SLF 2000)
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loss to the tourist industry: in February 1999, 45% of the Swiss cable cars and ski lifts were out of operation for 7 days on average. This meant that most day trippers still stayed away, although access roads were actually open. Not only cable car companies but the rest of the tourist industry as well had to bear the financial costs of this situation.

Indirect effects take longer to subside
Whereas direct damage is closely linked to the very moment a natural disaster occurs, indirect effects can be felt over subsequent weeks and months as well. It can be expected, however, that the number of day trippers will recover after a relatively short period of time, even if it decreases dramatically immediately after the event. On the other hand, the number of overnight stays will not hit its low point until at least a month after the event, owing to the delayed impact of cancellations. Moreover, the number of overnight stays takes longer to recover than the number of day trippers. The impact of a natural disaster on overnight stays may still be felt for as long as a year after the event, while it no longer seems to be a matter of concern to day trippers at this point. If a disaster does not cause a substantial number of casualties on traffic routes and within residential areas, no negative effects on tourism are to be expected to last longer than one year after the event.

Using a newly developed procedure, it was possible to make a rough calculation of the loss of earnings to the Swiss tourist industry caused by the avalanche winter of 1999. Among other things, this procedure is based on extensive surveys of tourists and business owners in tourist resorts, as well as most large cable car and ski lift companies in Switzerland.

The loss of earnings computed for the tourist industry in the Swiss Alps was US$ 215 million (Table 2). This means that the indirect costs of the avalanche winter of 1999 to the tourism sector were 10 times higher than the direct costs. This is presumably a typical feature of the effects of natural hazards on tourism.

TABLE 2 Loss of earnings in the Swiss Alpine tourist industry caused by the avalanche winter of 1999. (Source: Nöthiger 2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earnings category</th>
<th>Losses (in million US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lodging</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable cars / Ski lifts</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>215</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In conjunction with indirect loss, the biggest problems relate to reimbursement issues. Direct costs will usually be covered by insurance companies and public authorities. The companies and people affected are left with only comparably small sums to pay themselves. The opposite is the case with indirect costs. A case study on the avalanche winter of 1999 showed that over 90% of indirect costs had to be borne by the companies and people affected, as such costs are generally considered a personal risk, the tourist branch being no exception.

**Measures for coping with indirect costs**

Since these conditions are unlikely to change in future, the tourist industry should focus on improvements in the field of communication to reduce the indirect costs of future disasters. In this context, professionalizing public relations during a crisis is probably the most beneficial measure. One of the greatest problems faced by people in charge of public relations in the event of a natural disaster is how to maintain media interest in a tourist resort beyond the point where the general situation has “returned to normal.”

It would also be desirable to make the broader public more aware of the indirect costs of natural disasters. For example, when planning new protective structures against natural hazards, it is necessary to take into account more than the direct damage such structures could prevent. It is equally important to point out the indirect costs of hazards to the tourist industry and the economy in general, which could be prevented by the protective measures in question. This is particularly important, as measures that can prevent a natural disaster or reduce its direct impact are at the same time the most efficient means of preventing indirect costs.

---
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